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In case you're wondering why Hyung jin nim's 

couple worn that dark color cloak? Is there any 

providential significance? I was astonished to find 

what Father prayed about this couple while 

anointing them. Yes, Father said, they will have to 

"overcome resentment". In the other coronation 

Father even suggested Hyung Jin's couple will go 

on Satan's side for some period. 

 

Ironically, these are exactly the prayers where 

Hyung Jin claims Father crowned him. But I see 

nothing of that in Father's words at the event. I 

checked several ties. Nop! Nothing! Only about 

Hyung Jin's responsibility, which obviously he fails 

for now. 

 

And here is Father's explanation why denying Mother is unforgivable: 

 

"You are the sons and daughters of True Mother, the woman who represents the world... Mother 

is the Holy Spirit. The Bible teaches that if you betray the Holy Spirit, you cannot be forgiven. 

There is no way for you to be reborn. Even though she wants to forgive you, you have no basis on 

which to be forgiven. Mother is the one who resurrects your life. She gives you rebirth and then 

she blesses you." (Father, 1992/07/30) 

 

"Whoever says a word against the Son of man will be forgiven; but whoever speaks against the 

Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the age to come." (Matt. 12:31-32) The 

Holy Spirit is the mother spirit. A person is born by coming out of his or her mother's womb." 
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The NEUROLOGICAL HELL of the SANCTUARY CHURCH 

 

The Real Battle is Within Ourselves, not Outside. Notice that the recent conflicts in the world and within 

UC reflect the inner conflict in the human mind. The left and the right hemisphere of the brain have 

different energy; they affect you differently. 

The Left hemisphere of the brain tends to be more critical and it is the judger.. more negative. 

The Right hemisphere of the brain tends to be more positive, believing, trusting. 

 

Thus even the members are being divided: 

those who are positive and active in WT (excited to build CIG) 

vs. those who became passive, displeased and complaining (active only in criticism). 

 

How Complaining Rewires your Brain for Negativity 

 

Complaint comes when one is dissatisfied but not interested in hearing any solution. Remember, Ham 

spread his displeased feelings in the hearts of his brothers (Multiplication of Evil). They complain 



 

 

(disguised form of accusation) portraying themselves as a victim, thus looking for others to comfort them, 

not realizing, this is a satanic trap. With the time they become chronic complainers; living in a constant 

state of complaint and complaining about the same thing over and over. The mind starts following this 

established network in the everyday life reactions. 

 

It's addiction to these poisonous vitality elements. Whenever we complain and accuse others, thousands 

of neurons are triggered and form a neural network. Problem is, it becomes very difficult to get out of this 

wrong habit. We cannot accuse them; Imagine how difficult it is for SC to recognize the evil essence of 

their doings? But the only escape of this internal, self-created neurological hell, is to repent sincerely. 

There is so much to be grateful to TM. There is so much to be grateful to the FF and it's leaders. Why 

focus on the negative? Why going this negative, dark, self-destructive way? 

 

Let's not Keep Negative Heart 

 

As God's children we are co-creators, creating a new reality. As Father once told us, since the providence 

is already fulfilled (no more paying the depth of the past), whatever we invest will actually contribute 

building the Kingdom of God. You should understand how powerful your thoughts are, how powerful is 

every word you think, speak and write, every message you send. All this positive stuff; the positive 

thinking, the positive talking, the positive actions, generate a new reality that should bring prosperity and 

abundance. The more people think of, speak of and imagine the new world of love, the quicker we are 

going to create it. But how do SC use that creative power? In a negative direction! 

 

"Take no part in the worthless deeds of evil and darkness, instead expose them." Ephesians 5:11 

 

To destroy True Parents' victory Satan decided to invade their sons, believing they are his chance to 

abolish Father's victorious foundation. Obsessed by the same resentment and strive for control Hyung Jin 

and Kook Jin began to twist the logic and manipulate members into the same negative heart. 

 

The question is; Can we help him? Can our prayers and conditions resolve that problem? I presume this 

article gives some answer. If we want to help, we should win the battle within ourselves and focus on the 

positive; focus on supporting TM in building God's Ideal. 

 

 


